
10.15 - 
10.30

Opening 
Our vision on the chocolate industry  
and origin chocolate 

10.30 - 
11.15

Marc Argeloo  -  Original Beans
Nature preservation in Papua Indonesia  
through fine chocolate

11.30 - 
12.15

Brett Beach - Madécasse and  
Vincent Mourou and Samuel Maruta - Marou 
Discovering fine cacao and chocolate in  
Madagascar and Vietnam  

Naïve - Lithuania In a little town named Parapijoniskes 
on the Eastern side of Lithuania, Chocolate Naive make 
their bean to bar chocolate. Meet them and taste their 
chocolate

Friis-Holm - Denmark Friis Holm operates with micro 
ecology of place, single origin native cacao varieties 
and a direct trade model: taste the difference of his 
multi award winning chocolates

12.30 - 
13.15

Martin Christy - Direct Cacao and Seventy% 
Changing the world’s taste for chocolate,  
one slow bite at a time

Brett Beach - Madécasse 65% of cocoa is grown in 
Africa but not even 1% of our chocolate is made on the 
continent. Learn what it takes to make chocolate at the 
source in Madagascar and taste a wide variety of bars 
made with the delicious grown on the island nation

Marou - Vietnam The adventure of two French men 
creating the purest dark chocolate in Vietnam, blending 
the Southern Vietnam cacao origin and the renowned 
traditional know how of French chocolate makers; taste 
the fine cacao of Vietnam

13.30 - 
14.15

Anna Laven and Susanne van der Kooij - KIT   
Behind the scenes of the fine flavour chocolate 
production chains

Beer - chocolate pairings by Clay Gordon Founder 
of the largest chocolate community worldwide and 
international chocolate expert - but also beer 
connaisseur: join Clay in pairing beer and chocolate 
and be surprised!

Coffee - chocolate pairings by International Tea and 
Coffee Academy
Ever sniffed cacao powder or tea, combined  single 
origin chocolate with tea or coffee? Join this workshop 
of the International Tea & Coffee Academy and 
experience for yourself

14.30 - 
15.15

Maricel Presilla - international cacao and  
chocolate expert and award winning chef  
Trends in the premium chocolate market

Cacao Hunters - Colombia Cacao Hunters from 
Colombia work with cocoa farmers in different parts of 
the country  producing fine chocolates; meet them and 
taste their chocolate

Amma - Brazil Amma Chocolate has the rare flavour 
of Brazilian Atlantic Rainforest. Chocolate maker Diego 
Badaró himself will let you taste this chocolate from the 
biggest biodiversity per square meter on the planet

15.30 - 
16.15 

Carlos Ignacio Velasco - Cacao Hunters and 
Niklaus Blumer - Idilio 
Hunting cacao in exotic places

Dominique Persoone - The Chocolate Line 
Discoveries in Mexican cacao plantations and making 
chocolate

Tibor Szántó - Hungary  Fine flavour trinitarios from 
Venezuela to Vietnam in the light of the terroir. 
How change the soil and climate the cocoa flavour?  
8 different single origin stone ground bean to bar 
chocolate tasting

Alexandre Bellion - Leiden: from bean to bonbon 
Tasting 3 varieties of cacao beans (DR Congo, Grenada, 
Ecuador) and their chocolate, followed by a bonbon 
ganache combined with wine

16.30 - 
17.15

Birth of Chocolate - Daniel and  
Linda Lorenzetti 
Traveling through cacao plantations: experiences and 
discoveries in cacao growing countries, the most 
fascinating and challenging places in the world.

Naïve - Lithuania In a little town named Parapijoniskes 
on the Eastern side of Lithuania, Chocolate Naive make 
their bean to bar chocolate. Meet them and taste their 
chocolate

Åkesson’s - Madagascar The plantations of Bertil 
Åkesson in Madagascar provide fine and flavour cacao 
and spices, achieving the highest quality in a sustain-
able way, supplying world famous chocolatiers and 
chefs with the best products

17.30- 
18.30

Round table: Chocolate & Health 
Jaap Seidell, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Peter Holl-
man, Wageningen University; Ronald Visschers, TNO; 
Clay Gordon, thechocolatelife.com; Maricel Presilla; 
presided by Daan Faber, Mister Kitchen

Claudio Corallo - São Tomé and Príncipe Claudio has 
always believed to make great products in harmony 
with the environment, nature and the people living 
there. Taste his chocolate to understand

Idilio - Switzerland: Cheese and Chocolate PREMIUM 
SWISS CHOCOLATE – and cheese... the typical melt 
character of Swiss chocolate, made of the finest beans 
and paired with Swiss cheese

18.45 - 
19.30

Diego Badaró - Amma and 
Bertil Åkesson - Åkesson’s 
Special chocolate - terroirs from Brazil and Madagascar

De Chocolade Wereld Draait door 
Talkshow about the world of chocolate, a chocolate 
quiz and more (Dutch spoken) with hosts Marc Broere, 
Lokaalmondiaal and Susanne van der Kooij, KIT

Wine - chocolate pairings by Jack Steijn Good 
chocolate is just like good wine, you can taste the 
terroir in both, and even better: combine them! Jack 
Steijn will guide you through the best selections, taste 
for yourself

Rum - chocolate pairings by Isabelle Chocolate and 
rum pairings by Isabelle, who will guide you through 
the best tasting combinations. You will find 
unexpected combinations

20.00 - 
21.00

Grand finale : ChocoJeopardy by Clay Gordon and 
Kees Raat  WORLD PREMIER EVENT : 
ChocoJeopardy with Clay Gordon and Kees Raat: Enjoy 
tasting confections from Master Chocolate Maker Kees 
Raat of Metropolitan Deli

 Trends in premium chocolate by Maricel Presilla 
 Which trends do we taste in the premium chocolate 
market, discover with Maricel Presilla, international 
cacao and chocolate expert and award winning chef

Slow Chocolate tasting by Martin Christy Slow 
chocolate tasting with Martin Christy, Founder of 
Seventy% and Head of the Jury of the International 
Chocolate Awards

Hall 2

Tasting Room 3 Tasting Room 4

Discussing chocolate Hall 1
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enjoy!


